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parameter, denoted as " "" " n which is the corner siLe

energy" The corner sites are the sites that, belong to the

pure triangular lattice and it is easily seen from figure

3.1 that these sites interact with three other blocks (q.

=3). Elimination of these blocks yields a renormalized

parameter value for e

€c =êc (qo 2vx ) /ll-x-zxzl 13 "241

The dimensionless quantity x"=Y/(z-e.l can be expressed as

x.' =[ (xç )*('l+2x) 1/l(1+x) ( 1-2x)-6x(x. ) ) [ 3 " 25 ]

Once we have eliminated all sites on scales from rtarr to

E, we are 1eft with a uniform triangular latLice with tight
binding parameters €c and V obtained by iterating equations

1"3.22] and lS"zq] "n" times" However, both €c and v aL this
stage are non-Iinear functions of the initial. energy E. tte

are novr in the position to determine the form of dF(n)/an in

equation [9" tZ] where r'(n) is the contribution from Lhe pure

lattice to the total F. Using the chain rule of

differentiationr w€ have for the total derivative of F(n)

dF ( n ) /au=[dr ( n ) /ànc(n ) ] [dEc (n )/ds ]

Idr ( n ) /èv( n ) ] tdv(n I /anJ

+ [ 3 " 26 ]



where Ec(n)=E-e (n)

homogeneous lattice,
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Since the remaining sites form a

use equat ions [ 2.39 ] and [ 2.40 ]

dF ( n )r/dv(n ) in terms of G0 and

diagonal and nearest neighbour

pure latt ice. We then use

obta i n

we can

to express dF(n)/anc(n) and

Gl where G0 and Gl are the

Green's funcLion of the

(e-.)G0=1+zv(n)c1 to finally

dF ( n ) /an=-[ N ( n ) /21 I ( cO ) v( n ) d I nc ( n ) /v (n) ] /dE
d[1nv(n)],/de]

+ l3 "27 )

[ 3. 2e ]

The diagonal Green's function G0 for the triangular lattice
has been calcurated by Horiguchi (1972). The derivaLives in
eguation l3.ll I and lz "zel are easily evaluated using
equations [3 "22]-13.241" If the initiat disordered system

has been constructed using rtn'!t iterations of the sierpinski
gasket on a triangular lattice with N sites, then the total
number of sites at any stage k is

n-k+1
N(k)=N[(3 -1)/2) [ 3.28 ]

Hence, after n eliminations, equation l3"ll] becomes

<G ( 0 ) >=dC (n) /dn +

l-2/n( 0 ) I i (co )v(n )dlnc (n ) /v (n) l/dlt
l-2/N( 0 ) I {dI Inv (n) ]/dnt

+
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where

k-1
c(n) =l-2/N(0) l¿de (n)/dø [3.30 ]

m=.1

The average density of st.ates is

p(E)=(-1/r)Im<c(0)> t3.311

In order to illustrate our

vibrational problem on these

unit mass rrmtt and nearest

springs of force constant V"

related to m and V as follows

results, we shall consider a

latt ices where each site has

neighbours are connected by

The parameters in the TBH are

E-e=4V-mc¿2 [3.32a]

E- e" =$,Y-tnrz [3"32b]

where c¡2 is the f requency squared. Figures 3 "3-3 "7 show our
results for p(az) vs ez with different values of n

(n=0 
n 1 ,2,3,4) . The corresponding values of p-pc are

obtained from eguation [ ¡. Z ] with u=1 .34 "
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Fiqure J.!
d imens i on s,

p(,,t2 ) vs o.¡2 f or n=0 and p-Pc =0.6527 in two
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Fiqure 3..4:
dimensions.

p(az ) vs r¿2 f or n=1 and p-Pc=0.3891 in two
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Fiqure.3..5:
dimensions.

p(coz) vs a,2 for n=2 and p-Pc=0.2320 in two
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Fiqure 3.72
dimensions.

p(c':z ) vs ot2 for n=4 and p-Pc=O.0824 in two
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Figure 3.3 (n=0) shows the density of states for a pure

triangurar lattice whereas figure 3.4 (n=1 ) indicates the

effect of adding additional sites to the "up" triangles as

in f igure 3. 1 . Not ice bhat the spectrum has changed

dramat,ically. rt now consists of three continuous bands of
energy separated by gaps and a localized vibrational mode

appears in one of the gaps which is due to the absence of
translationar invariance in the system at smarl rength
scales. rn figure 3.5 (n=2) the number of localized modes

increases to three and the number of continuous bands

separated by energy gaps increases to five. rn general, for
higher values of n (see figures 3"6 and 3"7),we observe that
the number of continuous bands (and gaps) increases as does

t,he number of localized modes. The rocation of these modes

are fixed for each successive iteration in that a certain
rocarized mode appearing at a particurar value of n with a

certain f requency c..r will be present with the same f requency

at higher values of n. something that is arso

characLeristic of these spectra is that all localized modes

are berow t,he band edge of the pure triangular latLice
(n=o). rn fact, for all values of n, no localized mode wirl
appear above this band edge"

From these figures, we see that beyond a certain value of
n' there is no visible change in the density of st,ates, To

observe more st,ruct,ure ¿ w€ wouLd have Lo restrict ourselves
to a smaller range of energy and decrease Lhe size of the



imaginary part in the energy.

part (1x10-a) has a lot to do in
of the density of states in that
tends to "smear" the spectrum

functions (localized modes) .
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The size of t,he imaginary

determining the structure
a large imaginary value

by broaden i ng the delta

at Low

that i s

For smalL values of n, there exists a range of frequency
where the density of states has the same form as the density
of states of the pure triangurar lattice. For instance, at
n=1 (figure 3.4), the density of states has the same

structure in the range 0<r.r2<1 as the density of states at
n=0 and for higher n values the density of states due Èo the
triangular lattice appears in a narrower interval of
f requency.

We can

frequencies

determine the behaviour of p(c¡2)

by using the scaling relation LZ.23l,

[3.33]

To determine the val.ue of y , we must determine the f ixed
points of the transformation for the rescaJ.ing procedure of
the pure triangurar lattice as lre did in section 2.1 for the

one-dimensionar uniform lattice. The fixed points and

eigenvaLues have been determined previously by southern and

Loly (1985). There is a fixed point at ar=0 with eigenvalue
4 and a corresponding value of y=2. Hence p(c¡z) behaves at
low frequencies as



and, in Lwo dimensions,

from f igure 3.3. Às

changes 
"

ð,/2-1
p(<¿2)í{i"¿z¡'

t¿.D/2-1
p (az ) d,(az ) '

p(u2 ) is constant

n increases thi s
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[3"34]

is evident

behav i our

which

low <¿

For Ìength scales below i (i.e" n>0), the system is
self-similar. Àt large varues of n, one observes the

density of states of the serf-simirar structure of the

system which has a reduced dimensionarity D. The behaviour

of p(a2) at low freguencies in this case is of the form

(

þ (atz ) ((ar 2 ) [3.35]

and D=1.585 is the fractal dimension. In order to obtain
the value of y we must use equation 12.24)" we must aLso

consider the f ixed points of the transformation given by

equation l3"22cl and find the relevant eigenvalue" The

fixed point has x=1/4 and a corresponding eigenvalue À=5"

since we constructed our fractal- lattice with a scaling
factor b=2, then the exponent y has the varue tn(5)/tn{z) 

"

we can write the density of states in equation [3,35] at low

frequencies as follows

o-y) /v

[ 3. 36 ]
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(Rammal andwhere D

TouIouse,

is called the spectral dimension

1 983 ) and has the value

l=2o/y=2rn ( 3 ) /tn( s ) =l .36s [ 3 " 37 ]

Hence our disordered structure is characterized by three

different dimensiònalities: d (nuclidean dimension), D

(fractal dimension) and i (spectral dimension). In a

regular ordered system, Lhese Lhree all have the same value"

In a disordered system, they obey the inequality 6snsa.

Since the Iow temperaLure thermodynamic properties are

determined by the spectral dimension D and not the Euclidean

dimension do rre expect a crossover behaviour to occur as a

function of p-Pc. The figures 3"3- 3.7 for each value of

p-Pc indicate two basic regions of frequency. There is a

Iow frequency phonon region (nuclidean) that shrinks to zero

as we approach Pc (n->æ) and a higher frequency region

which cont,ains many gaps and localized modes" Alexander and

Orbach (1982) have coined this higher region the "fracton"
regime since it is dominated by the length scales below E"

One would expect that for each value of n (or equivalently
p-Pc) there might be a sharp crossover frequency <^lc which

would separate these t.wo regions. In fact Derrida et aI
( 1 984) have used an effective medium approximation to
calculate the spectral properties of a disordered medium and

found a sharp crossover frequency in both t,wo and three



dimensions" Our resulLs do

crossover behaviour at fixed
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not exhibit any sharp frequency

p-Pc.

Ànother rvay to study this question of a crossover
frequency is to consider the integrated density of states in
equation lZ"+Zl since N(r^r2 ) behaves more smoothly than
p(c¿2) " Results of N (o¡2 ) vs (c¡2) are given in f igures 3 . B-

3"12. For D=0, the integrated density of staLes is simply
that of the pure rattice. Àt low frequencies the integrated
density of states for phonons behaves as

where d is the Euclidean dimension. Às v¡e approach quite
close to Pc (n>5), there is no further noticeable change in
N(c¿2). In this limit, N(r..r2) behaves as

ð/2
N(c..¡2)((.'2)

D/2
N(c¿2)q(c.r2)

[3.38]

[ 3 " 3e ]

when f igures 3"8-3.12 are pJ-otted on a log-log scale, the
initial slope is (d/21=1 for small n as expected whereas for
higher values of n? the slope approaches (n/zl=0.7g70. Thus

there is an apparent decrease in slope as we approach pc and

t.he amount of fractal st,ructure in the lattice increases.
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Fiqure 3. 1 2:
dimensions.

N(c.r2) vs r,r2 for n=4 and p-Pc=g.0824 in two
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Our results f or N(a.¡2 ) f or n>5 agree exactly with the
results by Rammar ( 1 984 ) who calculated the integrated
density of states for the sierpinski gasket anaÌyticarry.
Figure 3.13 shows the integrated density of st,ates at pc

(n=oo) " The discontinuous jumps in N(c¿2 ) are due to the
Local ized modes i n the system. we could ident i fy the
crossover frequency o,c as being the frequency of the upper
band edge of the first continuous band in the l_ow frequency
(eucl idean ) region. The var-ue of the f requency oc

identified in this way decreases when \,¡e decrease p-pc as

shown in f igure 3. i 4. Derr ida et al ( i 984 ) predicted, using
an ef f ective medium approximation (el.le), that the crossover
frequency varies linearJ-y with p-pc. we found that the
behaviour as we approach pc is governed by the fixed point
at @c=0. since this fixed point has a rel-evant eigenvalue
with a corresponding exponent y which indicates how o)z

scal-es with changes in J-ength scare, one f inds that

v,t d(a/ t) [3.40a]

where y=ln (S) /tn(2). Using equat ion [ 3 " 6 ] , vre f ind that

.r'4(p-Pc )
uy

[3"40b]

where the exponenL uy has the value 3 ".1 1 f or d=2 "
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F i qure 3-" 1 4: A plot of
below. The slope of the
uy=3.11 in two dimensions.

log (cae2 ) vs log (p-Pc ) i s
line corresponds to the

given
va Iue
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-3.? 3-p FÀcE CEN RED CUBTC LÀTTICE

The treatment of the three dimensional case is identical
to the two dimensional case and 9,e will simply state the
results. rn two-dimensionsr wê took a trianguì.ar lattice
and embedded fractal. structure in all triangles pointing up.
In three dimensions vre can stack tetrahedra pointing up and
pointing down such that their corner sites form a face
centered cubic (rcc) tattice. Then, âs for the tetrahedron
in f igure 2.6, we embed fractar structure into ar1
tetrahedra pointing up. From this arrangement, lre obÈain
the essentiar geometrical features of three dimensional
disordered lattices that are encountered in the study of
percol.ation cÌusters. Equations [3.1]_ lg.lll are srilL
applicabLe and using figure 3.15, the matrix form of zI_H
for each tetrahedron is

zl-H=

z-e 0 0 0 -v 0

0 z-e 0 0 -V -V

002-e00-V
0002-e0O

-V -V 0 0 z-c -V

0-V-V0-Vz-e
0-v0-v-v-v

-v00-v-v0
-v0-v0-v-v

0

-v
0

-V

-v

-v
z-e

-v

0

-v -v
00
0-v

-Y0
-v -v
0-v

-v0
z-e -V

-V z-e

[9.¿l ]

0

0

-V

-V

0

-V

-V

-v

-v
00-V-V0-V-v-V-Vz-e
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Fiqure 3. 1 5:
a ) 'fhi s Tsã bloc k used
zI-H.

to obtain the matrix elements of
b) The same block after sites have been eliminated.
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(a)
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I 10 3
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(b)
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€

v

v

v

V

u

VVVV

€ VOVV

Hzz= VeV0V

0VeVV

VOVeV

VVVV€

and us i ng

renormalized

equa t i on

parameterS

ls.tt3, we

with x=Y/(z-e)

find the following

z- e,=(z- e) [ ( I +2x ) ( I -6x+5x 2) )/( 1 -4x ) [3.a3a]

v'=vlx(l+2x)l/(l-+x) [3.43b]

x'=x2/(Sxz-g¡+1 ) [3.43c]

det (zI -H r r) = (z- e) 6 (-1 6x¡-1 2xz+1 ) [3.43d]

where equation [ 3.43d] is the determinant of each

When we consider the whole lattice, we must include

renormalized parameter as vte did in two dimensions,

block.

anothe r

name I y



the corner site energy ec "

four blocks (q. =4 ) and our

BO

The corner sites interact with
corner slte energy is

Z- e ct =z- €c (q" ) 3 (z- e ) xz (2x- t ) /(4x- 1 ) [3. 44 ]

and in dimensionless form l,xç=v/(z-r")J, we f ind

Xc'=x(x") ( i+2x)/tt-+x-12x(x.) (i-2x) l [3.4s]

FinaÌ1y, if the initiar disordered system has been

constructed using rrntr iterations of the tetrahedron on a FCC

lattice with N sites, then the total number of sites after k

eliminations is

N(k)=N[1 n-k
2(4 -1) l [3.46]

Hence, after n eliminations our average Green's function
takes on the same form as equation l3.2gJ except that now

N(0) is given by [3"46] above and G0 is the Green function
for the pure FCC lattice which has been calcurated by Morita
and Horiguchi ( 1970) " In addition, the derivatives in
eguation [3 "29] are evaluated using equations [ 3.43 ] -
[:.+q] ' The corresponding values of p-pc are obtained from
eguat ion t 3 " 7 I wi th u=0. B5 "

+



B1

We now consider a vibrational problem as we did in two

dimensions but the TBH parameters are reLated to the mass

rrmrr and spring constant V as follows

E-e=6V-mc¿2 [ 3. +z ]

E-ea =1Zy-m.,z [ 3.48 ]

Our results for p(a2) vs e2 with different values of n

(n=0, 1 ,2,3,4) are given in f igures 3. 16- 3.20. The

discussion for the density of states in two dimensions

concerning the continuous bands of energy, energy band gaps

and localized modes is appricable to this three dimensionar

system. In the figures, we observe the same pattern for
the phonon portion of the density of states in that it
becomes compressed as n increases. For l-ow n, we expect the

density of states to behave as follows

å/v-1
p(a2 )a(<^r2)'- [3.4e]

where the exponent y for the pure FCC lattice has been

determined using the Rescaling method by Southern and LoIy
(1985) and has the value y=2. For length scales below E

(Iargev a), and for higher n values, vre must find the fixed
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Fiqure 3. 1 B:
three dimensions

p(az ) vs ez for n=2 and p-Pc=O.1 508 IN
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point of equation [ 3 " ¿¡c ] which gives the rel_evant
eigenvarue of the transformation. This fixed point is x=1/6
and the corresponding eigenvarue is À=6. F-rom f igure 3.15,
it is easily seen that the scaling factor is b=2 and from
equation 12"241, we find that y=ln (6)/In(Z) " The spectral
dimension for our system in three dimensions is then

l=2o/y=2[rn(¿ )/tn(6) ]= 1"s47 t3"501

where D has the value 2. Hence the l-ow frequency density of
states becomes enhanced as we approach pc. Note that there
is no abrupt change in pktz) as we go from the phonon regime
to the fracton regime,

The integrated density of states for different n varues
(n=0,1,2,3,4) is plotted in figures 3"21- 3.2s and we find
that beyond A=4, N(ar2) does not change" Figure J.26 shows
the integrated density of states at pc (n=oo). The curves
f or N(c¿2 ) that we obtained f or n>5 agree exactry with the
curves by Rammar (1984) who carcurated N(c¿2) anarytically
for the hyper-tetrahedron. we can also define a crossover
frequency ec which arbitrarily separates the phonon and
fracton regions as was done in two dimensions using the
integrated density of states. Figure 3"27 shows a rog-rog
plot of er2 vs p-pc " The srope of the ] ine i s 2 "22 which
corresponds to the val.ue of uy for d=3.
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Fiqure 3.22: N(orz ) vs o)z f or n=1 and p-Pc=o.3544 in
three dimensions.
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Fiqure 3,23z
three dimensions.

N (c¿2 ) vs @2 f or n=2 and p-pc=O. 1568 1n
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Fiqure 3-"27: À plot of
below" The slope of the line
in Lhree dimensions.

log (oo2 ) vs
c or re spond s
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rn the following section, we consider how the ehanges in
the row frequency part of the spectrum due to the disorder
affects the thermodynamic quantities such as the specific
heat..

SIEÇI-EI! HEÀr

one of the thermodynamic quantities that is most usefur

for understanding solids is the specific heat at constant

volume cç. For both the two and three dimensional systems

Lhat vre considered in sect ions 3. 1 and 3 "2 , we wi ll use the

following standard expression for Cv (ziman, 1979b)

cv=ks Ið(("''2)ln,t/z(kß )T1211/sinh2 (Áa/z(kß )T) lp(or2) t3"511

where we integrate from zero frequency to some maximum val-ue

which is determined by the band edge of the density of

states" For low temperatures, the behaviour is dominated by

the low frequency part of the spectrum" For row values of
n, this corresponds to Lhe phonon part of the spectrum and

the density of states behaves as in equation [3.34]. Using

equation [3,S1] above¡, wê find the low temperature form for
the specific heat to be

d
c 4r [¡.sz]
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For larger values of n, the f ract.on part of the spectrum

moves to lcwer f requencies. Às n->oo, t.he density of states

behaves as in equat ion [ 3. 36 ] and the fow T spec i f ic heat

has the form

cv [3.53 ]

Figures 3"28 and 3.29 show our results for the specific heat

of the tvro dimensional and three dimensional cases

respectively. At low values of n, the T dependence is in

accord with eguation [3.52] but as n increases, we approach

the behaviour of equation [ 3.53 ] . Hence there is a

crossover from the expected Euclidean behaviour (rd) to
/

fractaÌ behaviour (tD ) as a function of p-pc. Note that

there is also an increase in the specific heat at low T due

to the enhancement of the density of states at low

frequencies"

TD
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Fiqure 3.28:
d imens i ons f or
temperature T.
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Fiqure 3.292
three dimensions
temperåture T.
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t SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

we have studied a model for disordered lattices and

obtained the spectral propert ies of a TBH on these

structures. The lattices are homogeneous on length scaLes

above some distance L but are seLf-simitar on length scales

from the nearest neighour distance "a" up to L" Because the

lattices lack transLational invariance, conventional Fourier
transf orm methods cannot be used. t¡le have used a rescaling

technique to calcul-ate the spectral- properties for a

vibrational problem on these lattices. This technique

involved using generating functions which avoided carcuating
the Green's function for every site on the lattice.

our resul-ts for the density of states clearry show that
the spectrum consists of both extended and localized modes.

At low frequencies, we have the phonon regime and at higher

frequencies we have the fracton regime but no sharp

crossover exists between regions. Às we increased the

amount of disorder in our lattices ( increasing n) , the

number of continuous bands and energy gaps also increased.

In fact for an infinite number of iterations, there exists
an infinite number of bands and gaps. This is noL

surprising if lre recall that the correlation length diverges
in this limit and we have a disordered system with no

translational invariance on any length scale.
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We al-so found that we can characterize certain physical

quantities in our systems with different dimensionalities.

The density of states, for instance, is characterized by a

Euclidean dimension (d) far above Pc. As we approach Pc,

the low frequency behaviour changes and we require another

dimension, a spectral dimension d, to describe the power-l-aw

behaviour for our fracton regime. d is distinct f rom the

fractal dimension D of our Iattices since the fractal

dimension describes only the geomet.rical" properties.

We also considered the integrated density of states

because of its smooth behaviour which made it easier to

def ine a crossover f requency. The sudden jumps in N(r¿2 )

also made i t eas ier to ident i fy the locat ion of the

l-ocalized modes. we arbitrarily choose this frequency to be

at t.he position of the first gap and found that, in both two

and three dimensions, it decreased to zeyo as p-Pc approach

zero. However, in contrast to the finear behaviour obtained

by Derrida et al (1984), $re found that the exponent has a

value of 1 .6 in two dimensions and 1 . 1 in three dimensions.

We found that there v¡as not a sudden jump between the phonon

and fracton regimes at fixed p-Pc as predicted by Derrida et

aL ( 1 984 ) " Our resuLts are supported by the recent

numerical calculations of Grest and Webman (198a) who have

calcul-ated the vibrational properties of percol"ation

cl-usters for a simpLe cubic lattice. They found that for

values of p close to Pc, only a fracton regime is observed



and for p much above

coex i st " The absence

these regimes seems to

101

Pc, both phonon and fracton regimes

of a sharp crossover frequency between

be con f i rmed by the i r resul- ts.

We calculated the speci f ic heat Cy for our disordered

system and found t.hat the behaviour at Low T and for sma1l

values of (ns2) was quite different from the behaviour for

higher n. The behaviour of Cv at Low temperatures was

phonon-like for smal-l n and fracton-like at higher n; the

rate of

and small

of n.

between

lncrease

val-ues

The se

fracton

of t.he spec i f ic heat at low temperatures

of n is smal-1er than that at higher values

resuLts indicate that a crossover occurs

and phonon regimes as a function of p-Pc.

The models of disordered Iattices presented here have

something in common with some recently discovered

"quasicrystal-s" (levine and Steinhardt, 1 984; Shechtman et

âf , 1984 ) which are crystaJ.s with quasi-periodic, rather

than periodic, transl-ationa] order. It is believed that

materiaLs with chemical composit ion ÀL oMn, have long range

icosahedral orientational- order. The astounding feature of

these crystals is that they give diffraction patt.erns with

sharp Bragg peak: ulthough they do not have the

translational periodicity of crystals. Until- recently, it
was believed that only pure crystals with translational

invariance couLd give such diffraction patterns" our models

of disordered systems are neither random nor

translat ionally invar iant, that i s u nei ther glassy or
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crystalline. However, they do have orientational order; aI1

t,riangles and tetrahedra on all scafes of length have the

same oríentation in space, Below the correlation length,

our systems are quasi periodic in that once we lay down t.he

first triangle, the positions of the remaining triangles

after subsequent iterations are determined (and not randorn) "

The real" quasicrystals also exhibit self-similar properties

not unlike the type þre have encountered ( i.e. certain

patterns repeat. themselves on ever larger scales as t.he

quasi-Iattices grow)" It has also been reported (r,evine and

Steinhard, 1984) that the vibrational density of sLates of

these quasicrystals, ]ike our disordered systems, have a

self-similar sequence of energy bands and gaps. Hence, on

the basis of our results, we would expect the thermodynamic

properties of these materials to exhibit non-phonon

behaviour at 1ow temperature.



ÀPPENDTX A

In this appendix we show how the Green's

equation lZ.+ll are related to the functional
Consider Èhe following integral

functions in

integral F.

I=JDu u(1) [ôexp(is)r/ôu(m) ]. [ /pu exp( iS) ]- 1 [¿.1]

where Du is given by equation 12.361 and

s=( 1 /2){ltE-e( i ) lu( i ) 2

I
- Ev(i,j)u(i)u(j)]
i*j Ie.z]

Integrating the numerator by parts, it is easily shown that

I=-ô(1,m) [¡.9]

However if we compute I using

ôexp(is)/6u(m)=(i )exp(ls) [ [e-.(m) ]u(m)-Ev(m,k)u(k) ] [e.¿]

then h'e have

-i Jou exp( is) [ [E-e (m) ]u( I )u(m)-¡v(m, k )u(m)u( k ) ]

fPu exp( is)

103

=ô(1,m) [¡.s]
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I f we def ine

c(L,m)=[-iJDu u(1)u(m)exp(iS)].IJou exp(iS)]-r [À.6]

then equation Ie.5] ls identical to equation t1.91. F is
thus a generating function for the Green's function
equations.
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